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Outline
• Challenges in retrieving D- and E-region Ne 
from GPS-RO
• New algorithm
• Initial results
• Implications for energetic electron 
precipitation (EEP)
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Challenges in Retrieving E-Region Ne from RO (1)
Hajj and Romans (1998)
• Excess phase
• From bending:
• From phase 
advance in plasma:
Can be asymmetric
Challenges in Retrieving E-Region Ne from RO (2)
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Problems with the Abel Weighting Functions
Small error in F-
region produces 
large error in E-
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This Work
• Self-sustained new retrieval method 
– No auxiliary inputs from model/data
– Full utilization of good precision of L1 excess 
phase
• L1 50-Hz data only
– Slowly-varying F-region contributions
– Dominant phase advance due E-region Ne
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Delay due to F-region ionospheric bending is 1-2 m  (Hoque and Jakowski, 2011) 
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Ne Retrievals from Simulated Data (1/2)
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Science Applications
• Ionosphere-atmosphere coupling
– Auroral electron and energetic electron 
precipitation, and their impacts on O3 chemistry
– Planetary and gravity wave disturbances 
– Global electric circuit
• Ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling
– Solar impacts
– Storm-time electron density disturbances
Wu (2017)
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Summary
• New “bottom-up” method provides sharper weighting 
functions than Abel. Key assumptions:
– F-region contributions varying slowly at low tangent heights
– Excess phase due to the advance of E-region Ne
• The technique works with 50-Hz RO if reached 80-120 
km, but not all operation RO data go above 85km;
• Initial Ne retrievals at 80-120 km show good agreement 
with IRI-2016 but with auroral electron;
• GPS-RO Ne data provide a critical source for studying 
energetic electron precipitation and its impacts on the 
upper atmosphere
